
EXPERIMENT  PLANNING 

The key to success in experimental work is to ask continually; 

 What am I looking for? 

 Why am I measuring this? Does the measurement really answer any of my questions? 

 What does the measurement tell me? 

These questions may seem rather elementary but they should be asked frequently throughout the 

progress of any experimental program. 

Some particular question which should be asked in the initial phases of experiment planning are: 

1. What primary variable shall be investigated? 

2. What control must be exerted on the experiment? 

3. What ranges of the primary variables will be necessary to describe the phenomena under 

study? 

4. How many data points should be taken in the various ranges of operation to ensure good 

sampling of data considering instrument accuracy and other factors? 

5. What instrument accuracy is required for each measurement? 

6. If a dynamic measurement is involved, what frequency response must the instruments have? 

7. Are the instruments available commercially or must they be constructed especially for the 

particular experiment? 

8. What safety precautions are necessary if some kind of hazardous operation is involved in the 

experiment? 

9. What financial resources are available to perform the experiment and how do the various 

instruments fit into the proposed budget? 

10. What provisions have been made for recording the data? 

11. The importance of control in any experiment should always be recognized. 

Ex. Heat transfer test of a particular apparatus might involve some heat loss to the 

surrounding air in the laboratory: consequently it would be wise to maintain ( control ) the 

surrounding temperature at a reasonably constant value. 

 

The role of uncertainty analysis in Experiment planning 

The need to perform preliminary analysis of experimental uncertainties in order to select the 

proper instruments and to design the apparatus to meet the overall goals of the experiment. 

 

Example. Measuring the power can be done by 

1. Measuring current and voltage and take the product of these variable 

2. The power might also be calculated by measuring the voltage drop across a known resistor 

or possible through some calorimeter determination of the heat dissipated from a resistor.  

 

The choice of the method used can be made on the basis of an uncertainty analysis which 

indicates the relative accuracy of each method. 



The point is that a careful uncertainty analysis during the experiment planning period may 

enable the investigator to make a better selection of instruments for the program.  

1. Several alternative measurement techniques are selected once the variables to be 

measured have been established. 

2. An uncertainty analysis is performed o each measurement technique, taking into 

account the estimated accuracies of the instruments that will actually be used. 

 

 


